
LIFE WITH VIDEO GAMES



The history of video games began in the 1950s and 1960s as computer scientists began designing simple games and
simulations on minicomputers and mainframes. Spacewar! was developed by MIT student hobbyists in 1962 as one of
the first such games on a video display. The first consumer video game hardware was released in the early 1970s. By
the mid-1970s, low-cost programmable microprocessors replaced the discrete transistor–transistor logic circuitry of the
early hardware, and the first ROM cartridge-based home consoles arrived, including the Atari Video Computer System
(VCS). Coupled with rapid growth in a golden age of arcade video games, including Space Invaders and Pac-Man, the
home console market also flourished. The 1983 video game crash in the United States was characterized by a flood of
too many games, often of poor or cloned qualities, and the sector saw competition from inexpensive personal
computers and new types of games being developed for them. The latter part of the 1980s and early 1990s included
video games driven by improvements and standardization in personal computers, and the console war competition
between Nintendo and Sega as they fought for market share in the United States. The first major handheld video game
consoles appeared in the 1990s, led by Nintendo's Game Boy platform. In the early 1990s, advancements in
microprocessor technology brought two major technology shifts including the introduction of optical media via CD-
ROMs, and real-time 3D polygonal graphic rendering. By the late 1990s, the Internet also From the 2000s and into the
2010s, the industry has seen a shift of demographics as mobile gaming on smartphones and tablets displaced handheld
consoles, and casual gaming had become an increasing larger sector of the market, as well as a growth in the number
of players from China and other areas not traditionally tied to the industry. gained widespread consumer use, and
video games began incorporating online elements.
h"ps://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_video_games



1. Brain Booster
Ιf you play video games regularly, the grey matter of your brain
increases, which helps boost brain connectivity. The brain's grey matter
is related to memories, perception, muscle control, and so on. Likewise,
while playing video games, you need to remember lots of things like
rules, hacks, game strategy, and so on. When your kid plays the game
regularly, it helps them remember many things, which eventually helps
to improve their short-term as well as long-term memory. Also, while
playing games, you need to make your decisions quickly, which helps to
improve brain performance speed. This can benefit students by
responding quickly to their professor's questions.
2. Improves Concentration
Video games need lots of focus; if you get distracted even for a second,
you might lose the game. Your brain starts to function quickly while
concentrating on the video game. Students are usually focused on their
work compared to non-online game players with online games.
3. Improve Teamwork Skills
You can play video games all alone or with your friends. Most of the
games are multiplayer that offer different roles to their players. These
games require two or more team players, and teammates must
coordinate to win. You need to have proper teamwork skills to win
multiplayer games between team members.
4. Improves Social Skills
The next advantage of online games is it helps to build social skills
among the player. While playing online games, you can connect with
fellow players from different parts of the world via internet connection.
Video games are the medium for people to connect, interact and play
games together.
5. Can Make It Career
Online gaming can also be your career if you are focused on it. Many 
gamers are making their living out of it. If you are a pro gamer, you can 
teach beginners gaming skills, take classes, and make income.
h"ps://fenced.ai/blogs/advantages-and-disadvantages-of-online-games/?>clid=IwAR3Lrzg9Vx0Lw-hThHDc60eY6SKc9idP_iEdSrkHmY9TMWM8quIly3ZT6Wc

Advantages	of	Online	Gaming



1. Addiction
Video games are addictive if you keep playing them without any
break. If you do not have self-control over video games, you might
get addicted to the game. Once you get addicted to online gaming,
you start to forget your responsibility.
2. Some Games Contains Violence

All the games are not the same; games have different genres, some
are educational, and some contain lots of violence. Many games are
developed using violent content to attract adults, but kids can play
these inappropriate games without age restriction.
3. Health Problem
Few games require you to get physically involved. Most games can
be played without getting out of your gaming chair. Spending hours
on a gaming chair playing \games can increase obesity. Likewise,
other health problems that you can get if you play online games for
more than an hour a day are poor posture, eye problems, carpal
tunnel syndrome, and so on.
4. Might Get Victim of Cyberbullying and Scamming
You can chat with fellow players or even game viewers on online
gaming. You can chat with random strangers on online gaming.
You never know who is on the other end; you might end
up scammers and bullies. Scammers are there to scam gamers
and steal their information. Likewise, kids can also be the victim
of bullies in online games.

h"ps://fenced.ai/blogs/advantages-and-disadvantages-of-online-games/?>clid=IwAR3Lrzg9Vx0Lw-hThHDc60eY6SKc9idP_iEdSrkHmY9TMWM8quIly3ZT6Wc

Disadvantages	of	Online	Games

https://fenced.ai/blogs/top-five-inappropriate-roblox-games-for-kids/
https://fenced.ai/blogs/how-to-stop-cyberbullying/


Pokémon Go is a 2016 augmented reality (AR) mobile
game, part of the Pokémon franchise, developed and
published by Niantic in collaboration
with Nintendo and The Pokémon
Company for iOS and Android devices. It uses mobile
devices with GPS to locate, capture, train, and battle
virtual creatures, called Pokémon, which appear as if they
are in the player's real-world location. The game is free-
to-play; it uses a freemium business model combined
with local advertising and supports in-app purchases for
additional in-game items. The game launched with
around 150 species of Pokémon, which had increased to
around 700 by 2021.
Pokémon Go was released to mixed reviews; critics
praised the concept but criticized technical problems. It
was one of the most used and profitable mobile apps in
2016, having been downloaded more than 500 million
times worldwide by the end of the year. It is credited with
popularizing location-based and AR technology,
promoting physical activity, and helping local businesses
grow due to escalated foot traffic. However, it attracted
controversy for contributing to accidents and creating
public nuisances. Various governments expressed
concerns about security, and some countries regulate its
use. The game had over 147 million monthly active
users by May 2018, over a billion global downloads by
early 2019, and grossed more than $6 billion in revenue
by 2020.

EXAMPLE:	POKEMON	GO!
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'Death by Pokémon Go'
The great thing about the mobile game Pokémon Go is that it gets people on their feet,
walking around, helping small businesses, and being entertained during a pandemic. The
bad thing about the game is that it was found to result in increased traffic collisions as
people attempted to play while driving.
According to a paper published by Mara Faccio and John J. McConnell from Purdue
University — titled "Death by Pokémon Go: The Economic and Human Cost of Using Apps
While Driving" — there was a "disproportionate increase" in collisions near PokéStops in
Tippecanoe County, Indiana, which is where the study was conducted.
After examining about 12,000 police accident reports in Tippecanoe County, Indiana,
between March 1, 2015 to November 30, 2016, the study found a "disproportionate increase
in crashes near PokéStops from before to after July 6, 2016. In the aggregate, these crashes
are associated with increases in the dollar amount of vehicular damage, the number of
personal injuries, and the number of fatalities.

This incremental increase in crashes accounts for 47% of
the increase in the total number of county-wide crashes.
Based on the assessments of damage in the police
reports, this increase in crashes in the vicinity of
PokéStops results in $498,567 of incremental vehicular
damage, or 22% of the increase in the total dollar amount
of vehicular damage experienced county-wide over the
148 days following the introduction of the game."
Those 134 incremental crashes resulted in 31 incremental
personal injuries near the PokéStops, according to the
study.

h"ps://www.bressmanlaw.com/blog/study-finds-14-pokemon-go-related-accidents/
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It feels like yesterday when me and my
older brother used to wake up early on the
weekend’s mornings to watch cartoons .
Our favorite was Pokémon . We loved every
episode . Years later Pokémon Go was
released; a video game app in the phone
where you had to find Pokémons walking
down the street and search. My brother
had downloaded this app and I clearly
remember many other teens like my big
brother being addicted, even in the news
they informed us that in America not only
teens but also adults being that addicted
that they wanted to name their kids after
Pokémon’s names , it was insane . I do
know that my brother was not addicted but
during that summer that the game was
released he was walking for hours to find
rare Pokémons . It seems like he was
addicted but it is worth mentioning the fact
that he increased his daily exercise and
communicate with other teens around his
age and he made more friends in real
person not through screens like kids
nowadays playing online other video games
. I do not hold the belief that playing that
game with his friends was a bad thing
because he used it without letting the game
”shallow” and it was summer he did not
have school responsibilities, he knew how
to control it anyway. To conclude, the moral
of the story is the fact that is not the game’s
fault this is just the causation , the real
reason is if you have the discipline and if
have learned from toddler to put priorities.
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